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HardCourt Bike Polo is played for the first time in Seattle in 1999.

Bike Polo comes to Europe in 2006.

The 1st World Championship (WHBPC) and European Championship (EHBPC) were held in 2009.

Bike Polo equipment starts to be marketed in 2011.

The WHBPC VI in Montpellier (Fr) brings together nearly 30 nationalities in 2014.

SQUAD (5vs5) format appears in 30min games in 2015.

The 1st EHBPC SQUAD was established in 2016.

The 1st WHBPC SQUAD was created in 2017.

Today, it’s your turn to try BikePolo!

**The basic rules:**
- If your foot touches the ground, you must leave the game and hit the "tap out area" to play again.
- Contact is allowed, mallet against mallet, bike against bicycle and body against body but only on the ball carrier.
- Hit the ball with the ends of the mallet head to score a goal.

**VICTORY AFTER: 12:00**

**OR SCORE: 5 GOALS**

**Equipment:**
- **Helmet**
- **Gloves**
- **HardBall (D67mm)**
- **Mallet**
- **Bike (single speed)**
- **Scoop side (trick & score)**
- **Cap side to score**
- **Low ratio**
- **Short wheelbase**

**What you must remember:**
- Balance
- Fun
- User-Friendly

**Where to find a club/even?**
- nahardcourt.com
- eurohardcourt.com
- bikepolocalendar.com

**Produced by:**
rogerbikepolo@gmail.com

**Printed by:**
RIZBLANC
contact@rizblanc.fr
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